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Welcom to Week 7!! 
 

Lets allow ourselves to open up to your inner wildness, 
that sense of complete freedom.  

 
Our wild nature is our feminine essence. It is the same energy that you
can see and feel when you are looking at the wildness of nature. It has

a certain power!! 
 

Connecting to your inner wildness, the wild expression of sexuality is
very important and valuable for every woman. 

 
It is the exact expression that has been repressed, shamed and taken

from us and it’s the part that is most used and abused.  And at the
same time it is the part of being a woman that is the core of who you

are the most sacred part of being YOU!
 

Tapping into the wildness of your sexuality allows you to feel how
nourishing, life changing and empowering this energy can be and how

it brings back your female power. 
 

There is a huge amount of energy that is connected with your wild
primal feminine essence.
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What does wild primal energy mean to you?

How do I currently play small or shut down when it comes to
unleashing my wildness?

Who am I worried I might offend or annoy? What if that was
impossible? How would I show up?
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How do I usually feel towards my inner wild woman? What attracts
me to her?
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Why am I not allowing myself to feel my wildness more often?
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List 10 reasons why unleashing your wildness will empower you:

What would be possible for you when you do unleash your wildness?

Where are you blocking yourself to feel your body, and allow your
body to move, breath and sound from your wild sensual self?
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Decide right now, right here, that from now on living from you
wildness, will bring you more freedom, joy and bliss. and you will
inspire others to live from their wildness.

Where could I step my wildness game up and what commitments do I
want to make moving forward?
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What mantras would support that?

How do I desire to feel around my inner wild woman part?
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